
WHY SUPPORT RESEARCH AT THE   
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE? 

SELF-DRIVING FLEETS INSPIRED BY RATS?
Is that a mailbox or a person? Will it move out of the way in time? How will a self-driv-
ing vehicle make those determinations? By understanding how ants, rats, and humans 
process spatial environments, a BU-led research team is hoping to derive information 
that will better equip autonomous vehicles—ground, sea, or aerial—to make naviga-
tional decisions. Supported by $7.5 million in DOD funding, their work could help our 
military vehicles conquer tricky, off-road terrain autonomously and keep more of our 
troops out of harm’s way. 

A SIMPLE TEST FOR GULF WAR ILLNESS?
For decades, Gulf War veterans have fought to have their debilitating constellation 
of ailments, including cognitive impairment, chronic pain, fatigue, and gastrointes-
tinal problems, recognized as a unique medical disorder. Almost one-third of troops 
deployed to the region have reported symptoms. With support from the DOD’s 
Congressionally Directed Medical Research Programs, BU public health researcher 
Kimberly Sullivan has spent years unlocking the medical mysteries behind Gulf War 
illness. Now, she and her colleagues are one step closer to a simple blood test to 
diagnose the disorder and targeted treatments to lessen its effects—perhaps ending 
the fight once and for all.

A BATTY IDEA
Bats as frontline defenders? It’s not so farfetched, says BU microbiologist Thomas 
Kepler who, along with scientists from the US Army Medical Research Institute of 
Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID), is researching the DNA of bats to help inform the 
military how it can potentially combat the threat of biological warfare. Fruit bats 
have an almost supernatural ability to harbor some of the planet’s most deadly 
viruses without getting sick themselves. If a virus like Marburg is ever deployed as a 
biological weapon, the fruit bat’s super-immunity may hold the answer to preventing 
its spread. You could say it’s a batty idea whose time may have come.

And that’s just for starters. Through $22.3 million in research grants,  
Boston University has been helping the Department of Defense (DOD) 
create world-class science and technology, in order to fulfill its ultimate 
mission: protecting America and everyone in it.

SO YOU CAN KEEP SOLDIERS OUT OF HARM’S WAY, CARE FOR 
AILING VETS, AND DEFEND OUR TROOPS WITH THE HELP OF BATS 
(SERIOUSLY!).

D E P A R T M E N T  O F  D E F E N S E

We hope you’ll 
give strong 
consideration 
to supporting 
research fund-
ing for the DOD. 
If you have 
any questions 
or would like 
to discuss the 
role that DOD 
research plays 
in our daily 
lives, please 
visit bu.edu/
federal.
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY RESEARCHERS ARE MAKING AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES SMARTER BY STUDYING HOW ANIMALS MOVE.
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